How to Get Women Online in Your Bed
A Secret, Easy to Follow 3 Step Technique that Guarantees Success

I’m about 70 pounds overweight, balding, and 44…but I’ve had literally hundreds of
girls e-mailing me naked pictures of themselves, sending me nasty videos of themselves
and their girlfriends, talking dirty to me on the phone, and eventually coming over my
house for nothing more than sex. While most uneducated people would say it’s
unbelievable, I am going to share my technique with you, so you can be living the same
dream.

But first let’s look at some of the beautiful results from using the technique on my three
favorite dating sites Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or Mild Singles (I’ll tell you
why these sites later):

First there’s Becky:

Becky is 19 and I met her on Elite Mate when I first started using the technique I’m about
to describe. She sent me an e-mail telling me she thought I had a cute picture (more info
on how to set up a picture that gets responses later). I replied telling her she looked
attractive, but was probably a good-girl and couldn’t handle a bad-boy like me. She
replied that she wasn’t a good girl and that I couldn’t handle her. I told her to prove she
wasn’t a good girl. She asked what I meant, and I told her to use her imagination. I
checked my e-mail the next morning and in my inbox was an e-mail from Becky with 17
pictures. The one above being the only one where she was not naked or umm…playing
with toys. Since then I’ve gotten to the point where I tell her what I want to see for the
next time she sends me pictures.

Then there’s Sara.

Sara is a 22 Vegas showgirl I met on Perfect Match. She read my profile (more
information on how to set up the perfect profile, later) and said I sounded like wild and a
lot of fun. I told her I was, but that she seemed too nice and boring for my taste based on
her profile. She replied that she was not boring at all and that she could prove it. I told
her to prove it. She then asked if I wanted a video of her stripping. I said I would only if
it was steamier than her profile and then told her exactly how I wanted her to dress up
and to say my name as she stripped. Two days later she sent me a video her girlfriend
shot, with her wearing what you see in the picture (and a lot less as the video ended) as
well as telling me all the dirty things she wanted to do to me. A week later, we were on
the phone having steamy phone sex and to this day I still get pictures, videos, and have
phone conversations when I can fit her in with the other girls I talk to.

Lastly there’s Michelle.

She’s 24 and swears her breasts are natural, though I don’t believe her (and I’ve even felt
them to verify and am still not convinced). I met her on Wild or Mild Singles. She was
bi-sexual and decided to show me her wild bi-sexual side in a video and pictures with her
and her girlfriend.

So, I got all of these results and more from the technique I am about to share. The best
thing about this technique, as many professional pickup artists have stated, is that after
you get good you can use the techniques and advice from The Online Dating Game and
actually start getting these women you meet online to come over for nothing more than
sex in real life. What I found out, and you will find out, is that the exposure in talking to
these gorgeous girls gets you to a point where you feel confident enough to easily
approach and talk to women you would have never dreamed of talking to before.

Hey, the results are not bad for an old, fat geezer like me if I may say so…and I do say
so.

And for your viewing pleasure I’ve posted pictures of other girls I’ve met at the end of
this book.

So how did I develop my technique…

Back in February I had signed up to the dreaded Match.com (by the way, this site is
useless for finding horny women), because I was tired of not finding any girls to mess
around with.

So I did something evil. Rather than post a picture of myself on the online dating site, I
found a picture of a guy pretty much all women would find sexy and used his picture
instead of mine.

I then crafted a profile using the techniques in the book The Online Dating Game and
waited.

Not even a day went by before my inbox at Match.com started getting flooded with
women interested in meeting me. Only problem was that while they were attractive, very
few of them would do anything sexual online. Many of them wanted to get married or
get into a serious relationship. That wasn’t cutting it for me and as a result I dropped
Match.com from my online dating technique.

So I started looking at over 30 different dating sites, and found Elite Mate, Perfect Match,
and Wild or Mild Singles to be best for finding attractive and wild girls. These three sites
introduced me to a ton of women who were horny and very willing to do sexual things
online. So here’s step 1 to my technique…

Step One- Make an Attractive Online Ad

As stated, do not sign up to traditional sites like Match.com, E-Harmony or even
Facebook. You’re going to get results on Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or Mild
Singles because they have about five times as many women as men, and for the women
to get dates, they have to seek the men rather than the reverse, where the men seek out the
women. On Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or Mild Singles men do not outnumber
beautiful, horny women which is not the case at sites like Match.com or E-Harmony.

In addition, if you post to cities like L.A., New York, Chicago, Miami or Las Vegas, you
will find there are a lot of options as far as women since they are in big cities with a lot of
people.

So the first step is that you need to sign up at Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or
Mild Singles and create a profile in the cities like Vegas and Miami. You can post as
many profiles as you want as long as you have different e-mails for each profile. My
suggestion is to post to a few cities to see which have the highest amount of women that
you find sexy.

After you do that you need to set up an attractive profile. You need to go do a Google
Image Search under “Hunks” or “Male Models.” Don’t worry I am not trying to hook
you up with guys, but you need an attractive picture for women to look at and make them
want to message you.

So here’s the picture I used below. Notice how it doesn’t look like it’s a model picture or
something too professionally done, but at the same time it is someone women would
want to date.

It looks like a real amateur picture taken in some dude’s bedroom. This is very key for
women to believe you are who you say you are. You need a picture like the one above,
and it’s even better if you have more than one. That’s why I now use Myspace to find
multiple pictures of the same guy.
I used the picture above for 6 months straight and found I couldn’t keep up with all the
girls who were e-mailing me with interest. I couldn’t even keep up with all the horny
girls willing to get sexual online from the responses I did reply to.

With a picture like the one above start making your profile. You want a profile that
sounds like you are used to getting a lot of women and don’t have time to put up with

women’s bullshit or women who won’t do what you want. Check out my profile that The
Online Dating Game helped me create:

Some say I’m a jerk. Maybe, but to be honest I could care less. What I do know is that
I’m damn sexy, filthy rich, smart as hell, well hung and have an amazing tongue. I'm
young enough to do it as much as I like, and old enough to do it right. I don't have time
for drama or the emotional games little girls like to play.

Know this- I do what I want, when I want, and I expect you to be the girl that does what I
want when I want it.

Also, you had better have an attitude. I'm looking for a girl who will drink me under the
table in a cocktail dress, a girl who’s wild enough to dance topless on a table at a bar,
and she knows how to turn heads in heels for a night out on the town.

You need to be the type of girl who has no problems exploring her wild side, and who is
so uninhibited that you can make me blush on occasion. I won’t put up with any of this
“looking at me with innocent eyes, acting as if that devil on your shoulder isn't
whispering all the naughty things you want to do with me in your ear.” When you get an
urge, you had better follow it.

I'm going to give you a lot of shit too, and you better be able to give it right back. You
need to know what you want and want it right now, without apologizing for it. You don't

have to be a model for us to go out, but if you are a model, be prepared to show me that
all of you are not as crazy and emotional as what I’ve had to put up with in the past. If
you think you are up to the challenge, and I think you have what it takes to spend time
with me, we might just work out.

I know the profile sounds like an asshole, but with a great photo, you can get away with it
and have every girl wanting to eat out of your hands and do whatever you say. With this
profile you are a god and guaranteed to get women who will be super sexual and willing
to do pretty much anything sexual you tell them to. You come off sounding as if you get
women all the time, get laid all the time, and as a result only allow women in your life
who do as you say. An added bonus is that any woman who responds has already read
your profile and knows that she better be willing to do exactly as you say and be willing
to show her wild sexual side to you. Believe me, they will do as you say and be as wild
as you want them to be.
Step 2- Getting her to be sexual.
Within a few days you will have responses to your post. Your picture alone will be eye
candy to women and as a result get you tons of views on Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and
Wild or Mild Singles. Now you need to pick which girls you want to mess around with.

The first two e-mails are pretty innocent.

On the first e-mail I always make sure they have read my profile in order to screen out
any potential prudes. Example: ”You look sexy as hell, but I read your profile and you
seem like you are a total nice girl and totally innocent. Did you read my profile sweetie?
I’m a bad boy and would probably end up breaking your precious little heart. Are you
sure you want to talk to me?” I got this from The Online Dating Game, and what it does
is make sure I don’t waste my time talking to some girl that is going to end up telling me
she’s a good girl and won’t do what I tell her to do.

From there women will always respond back trying to prove that they are worthy of your
attention at which time I move on to my second e-mail.

On my second e-mail I give her a hoop to jump through, so that she has to meet my
standards. I also usually give her a nickname. Example: “I have so many e-mails to
respond to, but you are starting to interest me. I’ll tell you what, missy (girls love this
nickname and other as detailed in The Online Dating Game) email me at [Insert your
email address] and show me something that would me make blush.” Or “You look like
the perfect girl…my mom would choose for me. Too bad I’m a rebel and find good girls
boring. I’m looking for a girl that would make my mom gasp in shock. Show me you’re
that girl.”

Many times I will start to get naked pictures of the girls just from these e-mails alone, but
if I don’t and get some lame picture of the girl clothed, I respond with, “Hmm…that was
a 4 on a scale of 1-10. No problem. You seem like a really nice girl, but you are a little

too tame for my taste. I am sure there is a real nice guy who goes to church, will cry on
your shoulder when he watches The Notebook, and will take you on long walks on the
beach. Keep searching and I’m sure you will meet him. Good luck and if you find your
wild side soon maybe we can hang out, but for now I’m going to have to move on and
look at some of my other options.”

I’ll tell you why this works. Girls hate being rejected and even more they hate being
rejected for a girl that has more offer than they do. 98% of the time I get an e-mail from
the girl saying they are not tame and have a very wild side. At that point I tell them to
prove it. If they ask how, I tell them I want to see them in something sexy. When they
respond back with something sexy (which they almost always do), I push a little further
by telling them that they almost convinced me, but it was still a little too tame, let me see
some skin. By that point, I have yet to get a response where a girl is not at least topless in
her pictures.

They key is to always push them to be a little bit more sexual every e-mail. And thanks
to sites like Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or Mild Singles it’s only a matter of time
before I have girls sending me pictures of them touching themselves, shooting sexy
videos, calling me telling me what they want to do to me and so many other things. Hell,
one time I got a girl to send me $1,500 because I had just “lost my modeling job,” and
couldn’t pay rent.

Step 3- Getting Laid in the Real World

What I found from using this technique is that talking to beautiful women is easy, and
you will to as you start to use the technique.

As a result I started wondering why couldn’t I use my technique to post a real picture of
me and get the women of my dreams. I had to change some thing about my appearance,
but I had learned all the techniques to get women to do anything I wanted just by being
on Elite Mate, Perfect Match, and Wild or Mild Singles.

So following some of the advice in The Online Dating Game I got myself to look
attractive to women and started to turn those sexy phone calls into women wanting me to
come over and have sex with them or in the case of Michelle, have sex with her and her
girlfriend. What I found was that my looks were not a big deal because I knew how to
talk to women, take control, and command them to do what I wanted. And with time you
will find the same results.

So take this technique enjoy getting tons of women in your life. Then help your friends
out and share this book with them.

Good luck and have fun!

Oh yeah some of the other results I promised to share…

There was Kim the Screamer

Double D Denise

Monica and Tracy

Beverly the BJ Queen

Carmen

…and as you are about to experience sooo many others!

